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ALSC                      High h iH            Clear acrylic                Balances and microscopes

Removes the airborne vibrations that limit the performance of
sensitive instruments such as microscopes and balances

A unique  construction using interlocking acrylic panels gives
complete visibility during work operations
	 	
Optional front panel with portholes for hand access, lifts off to allow 
easy cleaning of acrylic panels and stainless worktops

Range of tables for use with hoods with pharma stainless surfaces
and  Trespa with optional built in vibration isolation areas

Three sizes of  acoustic hood large enough for most balances
and microscopes; 75x75, 90x75 and 120x75cm
 

Airborne vibrations can occur from a wide range of sources, examples include ; fans, ac units
open windows, doors opening and closing and traffic.  These vibrations disturb sensitive
instruments such as microscopes and balances and limit their performance.  The ALSC
acoustic hood is made entirely from acrylic panels which can be thoroughly cleaned to 
meet the requirements of working with most types of materials. The use of interlocking
clear acrylic panels gives complete visibility during operations , a major concern of many users
 .
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ALSC series acoustic hoods
High Performance total visibility acoustic hoods

ALSC-90x75 on AMD-SS-75x75-TR

ALSC-90x75 on AMD-SS-75x75

ALSC-1 75x75 safety cabinet

ALSB balance draft shield



Product Details

Specifications

ALSC  This acoustic hood fits onto our standard AMD, AMTR and AMTS series tables.  It is made from clear acrylic 
panels which allow excellent visibility and protects balances against acoustic disturbances such as drafts and noise.  The 
standard tables feature pharma grade stainless steel or Trespa phenolic worktops and a sturdy steel frame with levelling 
feet for stability.  The rear panel of the ALSC is from pharma grade stainless.  Separate data sheets are available for 
these tables.
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Dimensions (LxWxH)                                                                   75x75x60; 90x75x60 and 120x75x60cm

Material                                                                                            Clear 6mm acrylic front, top and sides
                                                                                                             and pharma stainless rear 20mm panel                                                                                              

Construction                                                                                   Interlocking panels held toether with
                                                                                                            nylon thumbscrews

Access holes optionalfront panel  (WxH)                              2off 150x200mm

Access services port                                                                     60mm diameter,  back panel right bottom

Platforms                                                                                          AMS, AMB and AMF series
                                                                                                            30x45 ; 40x50 and 60x60cm for use inside
                                                                                                            hoods placed on tables or benches
Tables                                                                                                AMD-AS,AMD-SS and AMD-MA with
                                                                                                             active isolation areas built into top
                                                                                                            AMTR, AMTS and LAB benching suitable
                                                                                                            stable surfaces for platforms to be placed on

ALSC Series acoustic hood

Model              ALSC-75x75      ALSC-90x75      ALSC-1`0x75
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